Beaver Barks

by Jack Friedman '57

A lot of people were on the banks of the Charles Saturday. They saw six rows and one crew win. It wasn't their crew. Naturally, the most dis- appointed were, strangely, their disappointment was like that of their crew. It was the experienced rowers, the knowing that you owed the best race that was in you and lost to a better crew; nor was it the vengeful disappointment, the feeling that they had been lucky to beat you; nor the disappointment of unfulfillment, the feeling that you had owed the best race that was in you in that day, but not the best race that you could row and, at that, you might never get the chance to row that best race.

There was one half-formed question in all their minds. It was asked as soon as the first crew man stepped out of the shell. Could they go to Henley? There were a lot more than nine people participating in that race Saturday. They were in that race as much as any crew. If the crew does go to Henley, it's more people will be in that race at England. They will be there because they are the only ones who could, the only ones who should.

The lights lost their first race—to Harvard by a foot. They beat Harvard by six lengths Saturday. Princeton and Cornell beat them soundly in their third race. They beat Navy twice Saturday. They never lost twice to the same team.

There were a lot more than nine people participating in that race Saturday. They weren't looking for the big silver cup and the glory that goes with that. The Engineers were lucky to get a half a year's rowing time, for one hour every day. Other crews are able to practice all year round, for hours every day.
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The lights won't be in the shell, to raw that best race. There are seven weeks before Henley. They can be ready for that.
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